October 10, 2010 RSA E-Board Meeting Minutes  
Willard 116

**Actual Meeting Time:** 6:00-7:00

**Members Present:** Bryan Rude, Frank Shen, Kyle Griffith  
(Advisor,) Marisa Hauenstein, Andrew Bowen, Lulu Kaliher  
(Advisor,) Amanda Sternberg,

**Members Absent:** Ryan Kaczmarczyk, Mike Sobral, Colleen Zwiebel,  
Alise Morales

**CCC Present:** C4, CRAB, GRASS, RSAC, HURRAH, ISSA, RoCC, ThoLaRu

**CCC Absent:** DCC,

**Agenda Review:** ice breakers; activities night; opening week recruitment;  
RSA recruitment; opportunity for RSA involvement in first tailgate;  
distribution of welcoming kits; FISH philosophy; update constitution; training  
for voting booths

**Discussion, Decisions, Assignments**

**NRHH:** Ellen

tomorrow (MONDAY) the last day to give in application for NRHH  
www.udnrhh.org to apply  
send application to Candice at cpryce@udel.edu

**Leadership Workshop**

Wed 730-830 Smith 202  
about Myers Brigs  
get spirit points for going  
email ebaca@udel.edu for more information  
get points of sorority/fraternity for going

**OTM's announced**

**ParliPro with Brian:**

Robert Rules of Order  
look at handout for details  
candy for knowing the rules! (and spirit points for answering!)

**CAACURH:**

jane (RA)  
Maria (RA)  
Holly Smail  
Marisa
Nicole (President of NRHH)
Nicole
Audrey
one alternate: Ellen
still room for 4 more alternates if your interested
philantrophy: veterans in hospital
cards and well wishes at RSA meetings and CCC meetings
requests help for Program of the Year Resapalooza bid

For the Good of the Campus:
last week
housing and dining: deli bar, kent: lids and nutella and fluff;
housing: thomas Mccain showers to narrow; wifi; trash cans;
numbering floors in towers
if you read this far good job! email rude@udel.edu to get some points!

new this week
harry gym opens late (at 12 noon) and not open during the weekend
better notification of peanuts in food in dining halls

Spirit Points
CRAB: 15
C4: 26.5
RoCC: 15
GRASS: 16.5
RSAC: 14.5
ISSA: 18
ThoLaRu: 23.5
HURRAH: 22
DCC: 4.5

Finance Grants
C4: Poker Gaga
    requesting $3000
    cut to $2000 - not passed
    cut out dealer costs - $1000 - motion passed
GRASS: Halloween Decorating Contest
    requesting $550
    passed in full
RSAC: Freak Week
    requesting $625
    passed in full
RoCC: Horror Week
    $1250
    passed for $850 (cut $400 for movie)
Next Meeting
Sunday October 17 - Willard 116

Minutes recorded by Colleen Zwiebel (Secretary)